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Know Whether The Software Is Ready To Be Used Or Not!

As we leave the project in between we forget to wrap up the software. This project software
costs a huge amount of money and there are lots of rules and regulations associated with it.
The software company keeps an eye on you and how you are using their product. Once the
licensing period is over, you cannot use the product unless you pay money for the renewal of
the license. If you use the product without licensing, they will sue you any time! So you need
to be safe while using someone else’s product in your project. You may face such situations
where you have to leave the project!
Wrap the high end software properlyYou started preparing for a project and did a lot of
researches regarding the materials you are going to procure, but in the end the project gets
shelved! This is a natural and continuous process through which the small and smaller to
medium companies stride every day. They spend a lot of time in planning and preparing for
the project, buys stuff and encourage their people to work on the project, when everything is
full in swing, suddenly you find out that the project itself is shelved and you must not work on
it. This is such a frustrating situation.
Calculate the licensing period properly
Wrapping up the software will help you to calculate the time left to use the product. You can
use the product until the license is there. License agreements analysis tells you where, when,
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how and for how often you are permitted to use the product. See, the product is prepared and
made by another company and you need to follow their instructions in your case. You need to
read the rules and regulations that come with the product itself. Most of us do not read the
rules in details and afterwards these small clauses and the rules can lead you to bigger
problems.
Know what software auditor will do!
Software licensing audit program is run by a third party company. They will check the
computers of your company and they will tell you which software needs a renewal, which you
can use more and which one you should stop using! This will help you to judge the condition of
the company and you can apply for renewal. Suppose you have got a new project and you
want to implement that old piece of software that you bought for the previous big project! Now
you know the condition of the software, you can apply for the license renewal and you can use
the product!
Related Article:- https://medium.com/@jasonstathom654/use-an-automated-application-for-
protecting-the-software-and-maintain-the-software-licenses-beada4f109a8
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